Conclusion
No, we have not yet reached that decolonization of thought which would be ... the affirmation of a difference, and a free and absolute subversion of the spirit. There is there some thing like a void, a silent interval between the fact of coloni zation and that of decolonization.
-Abdelkebir Khatibi, Maghreb Pluriel
In the face of a large number of conflicting ideological and aesthetic claims for and against modernism and its influence on cultural produc tion in the so-called Third World, the initial premise of my study was Paul Gilroy's claim that the relationship of blacks to modernity raised central issues about the validity of colonized cultures and repressed histories, subjectivity, and identity. 1 I was surprised to discover that although leading Caribbean writers such as Aime Cesaire and Wilson Harris had openly adopted modernist linguistic and formal strategies as part of an "ongoing and unceasing re-visionary and innovative strategy," and though they traced the modernist trend in the Carib bean to "the roots in the deepest layers of the past that still address us," there was strong critical resistance to modernism and modernity in the study of Caribbean literature.2 In its simplest form, this re sistance was based on a narrow identification or definition of modern- ism in terms of European "high" modernism, which was suspected of celebrating pure aestheticism and thus of negating the value and power of cultural tradition and history. But modernity and modernism were also resisted because the questions they raised, in relation to Caribbean literature and its symbiotic relationship to colonialism, were possibly too paradoxical to fit neatly into a nationalist discourse that was trying to effect a clean break with its antecedents.
My intention in this book has been to reflect upon two of these paradoxes and their narrative implications: First of all, there is the paradox of history and its metaphysical claims: for Columbus and the European conquerers, the "discovery" of the Caribbean initiated mo dernity; but as we saw in my Introduction, the implication of this modernity for the natives of the islands and African slaves was noth ing less than the loss of cultures, physical annihilation, and historical displacement. Thus modernity and its art forms must of necessity have different meanings for Europe and for the African diaspora. For the former it generates or justifies the rationalist and absolutist claims that anchor the foundational narrative of modem We stern culture . Indeed, as contemporary advocates of modernity as a project of the Enlightenment have reminded us, by the eighteenth century the pe riod of the "discovery" had become conceptualized in European thought and historiography as the New Age.3 In the sense that t he Caribbean is fully implicated in the historical events that initiate We st ern modernist discourse, it cannot escape from the ideologies of mo dernity nor its consequences; it can only confront the possibilities and limitations of modernism. What Caribbean writers have done, then, is to weaken the foundational status of the Western narrative, expose what Laclau calls "the metaphysical and rationalist pretensions" of Western modernity and its absolutist theory of history. 4
This weakening takes different discursive and narrative forms, which I have taken up in the previous chapters. In the first chapter, for example, I examined the challenge to the imperial idea proposed by Lamming in his celebration of Caliban's reversion of the master's language, and James's appropriation of bourgeois ideas of play for the cause of West Indian nationalism in Beyond a Boundary. Enlightenment's theory of history which privileges the European sub ject. My contention that Carpentier's El siglo de las luces recenters the slaves' version of events and their modes of representation was elabo rated further in Chapter 5, where I argued that Marshall resorts to carnivalesque strategies to undermine the teleology of modernist his tory and postcolonial doctrines of modernization even as she tries to listen to African voices. In both chapters, I argued that we have no access to these voices until we penetrate the modernist idea, especially its totalizing claims.
The second paradox of modernism has to do with definitions and conceptualizations. My basic contention here is that a consideration of modernity and modernism from the margins of the modem world system inevitably forces us to question previous definitions of the term itself and to recognize its variegated genealogies and contradictory categories. Clearly, the kind of modernism I have evoked in the pre vious chapters is radically different from "high" modernism in two respects: it is highly overdetermined by history, which it seeks to confront rather than escape; it is also closely implicated in political and economic theories of modernization. But as we saw in our examination of tradition and modernity-both as conceptual categories and figures of desire-in Selvon's Trinidad novels (Chapter 3), there is no clear transition from one term to the other; rather, they exist in a chiasmic relationship in which spaces of liberation and identity can easily be reversed.
Moreover, once they have been displaced from what I call their Eurocentric zones of origin, modernism, modernity, and moderniza tion proffer contradictory meanings that are, nevertheless, the condi tions that make Caribbean literature possible. For example, we have seen that one cannot discuss modernism, at least in the context of Caribbean literature, without engaging colonialism, its discourses, and its economy of representation. Consider the premise that Carib bean modernity is initiated by the imposition of the plantation system and the institution of colonial power-the imposition of an imperial system that leads to the loss or repression of native, African, and East Indian selves, the colonizing of cultures and spaces, and the repres sion of histories. If we accept this premise, it is indeed paradoxical that this genealogy of loss gives birth to Caribbean expressionism by trig gering a counter-discourse of nationalism and national identity. But as I tried to show in my discussion of novels by Hodge and Edgell in Chapter 6, even when colonial modernism has given way to the new Caribbean nation, issues of identity and heritage still remain unre solved as questions of gender and marginalized forms of expression, such as women's histories and the patois, are foregrounded. Where such national identities are found to be exclusionary or still impris oned in colonialism, its regime of meaning, and its perverse anxieties regarding race, class, gender, and sexuality, Michelle Cliff's Abeng (Chapter 8) posits discursive strategies through which cultural prac tices can, as Gilroy says, step "outside the confines of modernity's most impressive achievement-the nation state."5
Whether this "stepping out" gesture suggests a postmodern or postcolonial vision, as numerous critics have suggested, has not been my concern in this book. 6 My basic assumption is that before we deal with the "post" we have to interrogate its antecedent from all posstble theoretical and cultural positions. And while it is not my intention to salvage the battered reputation of modernism in this book, I share Houston Baker's conviction that for black people confined by racism and colonialism in the Americas, the articulation of a "modernized" black or African national space represented through the arts has pro vided "a domain of hope and an arena of possible progress."7 It could well be that many of the claims being made for the postmodern are sustained by a previous theory of the modem which is blind to the discourses on identity and history which I have recentered in this book. Moroever, there is a certain paradox to the universalist claim that the postmodern derives its authority and strategies from its self conscious challenge to the validity of those metanarratives which, Laclau says, "unified the totality of the historical experience of moder nity ... within the project of global, human emancipation."8 The irony here is double: first, as the texts I have analyzed attest, modernity was closely associated with colonial domination and exploitation, not "glo bal, human emancipation"; second, rather than invalidating metanar ratives, Caribbean novels seek, in different ways, to deconstruct the Eurocentric metanarrative and to validate a decolonized narrative that will write the We st Indian subject into history.
Cesaire once said that he became a poet by renouncing poetry: "Poetry was for me the only way to break the stranglehold the ac cepted French form held on me."9 It was in the language of modern ism, the historical paradoxes of modernity, and the hopes and be trayals embedded in the doctrine of modernization that Caribbean writers sought a way of renouncing colonial modernism so that they could effect a narrative of liberation. Only by subverting colonial mod ernism could these writers become modernists. For in the end, as George Lamming notes in The Pleasures of Exile, Caliban's appropriated language came with "an unstated history of consequences, an un known history of future intentions."10 The primary intention of my book is to confront these consequences and intentions as they are manifested on the narrative and discursive level. 
